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"National Education Policy will set the foundation for 21st century India. We've
given extra impetus to this National policy for ensuring that it makes Indians more
empowered and easily attractive to opportunities. We're moving to an era where an
individual will not be stuck to a single profession all his life. Thus, he / she will
continuously need to re-skill and up-skill himself / herself. We have kept this in
contention while formulating the National Education Policy."
- Shri Narendra Modi
Dear Parents
1. PFA - Excerpt for the new NEP ( National Education Policy 2020 ). Request all the
parents to spend some time to read all the slides presented.
2. Foster Billabong High International School has already set standards and has been the
best in providing a great platform for students to explore education and showcase their
talents.
3. With great pride and enthusiasm we move forward to upgrade and start Grade XI from
the Academic year 2022 -23.
4. Since the new Academic Structure is restructured and segmented into 5 + 3 + 3 + 4 (
Foundational Stage + Preparatory Stage + middle Stage + Secondary Stage ) - it is advised
that Secondary Segment students have uninterrupted study from Grades IX to XII at ONE
place and under ONE roof, primarily for three reasons:
A. Pedagogy of learning is becoming Holistic and Integrated - which requires a certain
period of time for Assimilation.
B. Many students would have made cherishing bonds with friends and school - together
learning becomes easy and enjoyable.
C. Clarity and Focus on Self Development and to be Future Ready - to meet unforeseen
challenges and emerge as confident
and responsible citizens.
5. You may write to info@fosterbillabong.net / principal@fosterbillabong.net for any query
regarding New NEP 2020.

Regards
Foster Billabong High International School

